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Klutz New Titles

9781570548307   £ 12.99

9781570546495   £ 10.99
6-copy pack    9781570546501   £ 65.94

9781570543203   £ 12.99
6-copy pack   9781570543210   £ 77.94

Klutz Bestsellers
Don’t know where to start?

These are the best-selling titles in the Klutz range, the ones you just cannot do without  
– every one inspires a child’s imagination and keeps your sales climbing year after year. 

9781570544002  £ 12.99
6-copy pack 9781570543425  £ 77.94

9781570545344   £ 12.99
6-copy pack   9781570545177   £ 77.94

9781570542251   £ 7.99
 6-copy pack   9781570542268   £ 47.94

9781570542459  £ 12.99
6-copy pack  9781570542411  £ 77.94 9781591740834   £ 6.99

9781591745198   £ 12.99
6-copy pack   9781591745174   £ 77.94

9781878257536   £ 7.99
12-copy pack   9781878257574   £ 95.88

9781591745976  £ 8.99 9781591745679   £ 9.99  
6-copy pack   9781591745648   £ 59.94

9781591745631  £ 7.99

9781591745709   £ 6.99  
6-copy pack   9781591745686   £ 41.94

January 2009

9781591742470   £ 6.99  
6-copy pack   9781591742456   £ 41.94

February 2009

9781591745907  £ 6.99  
6-copy pack  

9781591745891  £ 41.94

9781591746317   £ 4.99   
6-copy pack    

9781591746324   £ 29.94
February 2009

9781591746362   £ 4.99
6-copy pack    

9781591746348   £ 29.94
February 2009

9781591743415   £ 9.99
6-copy pack   9781591743392   £ 59.94

9781591746430   £ 9.99  
6-copy pack   9781591746416   £ 59.94

April 2009

9781591746492  £ 9.99  
6-copy pack  9781591746478  £ 59.94

June 2009

9781591746133   £ 12.99  
6-copy pack   9781591746164   £ 77.94

April 2009

9781591746126  £ 7.99  
6-copy pack  9781591746140  £ 47.94

May 2009

9781591746201   £ 8.99  
6-copy pack   9781591746188   £ 53.94

June 2009

9781591746560   £ 7.99
June 2009

9781591746546   £ 7.99
May 2009

9781591746232   £ 9.99  
6-copy pack   9781591746218   £ 59.94

April 2009

9781591746591   £ 4.99  
6-copy pack   9781591746577  £ 29.94

April 2009
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Cootie Catcher
Complete 
instructions for 
making your own 
folded paper  
fortune tellers, with 
21 pre-printed  
tear-‘em-out-and-
fold-‘em-up pages.

It’s All About Me! 
A 70-page notepad and stylish 
pen including 30 confidence-
building kooky quizzes.

Me and My Friends
A friendship journal full of 
irresistible activities for up 
to a dozen friends to fill-out 
together: fun quizzes, doodle 
how-tos, messages in code and 
tons more.

9781570541315   £ 5.99

9781570542251   £ 7.99
 6-copy pack   9781570542268   £ 47.94

4

Books full of 
quizzes, stickers 

and other goodies 
for you and your 

friends.

All About You

My Life 
According to Me
The art of journal writing made 
simple with questions, quizzes, 
photo sleeves, drawing and writing 
ideas and a memento pouch, all on 
stylish black paper with attached 
metallic silver pen.

9781570543548   £ 9.99
6-copy pack   

9781570543555   £ 59.94My All-Time Top 5:  
A book of lists for you & your friends

Thousands of list ideas, from 
Songs that Annoy My Parents to 
Me & My Deep Thoughts, with 
a notepad, pencil with dangly 
charm rubber, keepsake pocket 
pages and plastic over-cover to 
keep everything together.

9781570548130   £ 9.99
6-copy pack   9781570548147   £ 59.94

9781591745167   £ 7.99 
6-copy pack   9781591745143   £ 47.94

Top
TITLe

My Fabulous 
Life in pictures
Scrapbook packed with 
themed pages such as 
travel, parties and family, 
complete with plastic 
templates and stickers. 9781570549168   £ 12.99

 6-copy pack   9781570549175   £ 77.94

ARt

Draw Christmas 
Thumb prints
Festive art at your fingertips! 
Comes complete with two 
inkpads and pen.

9781570540035   £ 5.99
6-copy pack   9781570542237   £ 35.94

9781570549847   £ 4.99
6-copy pack   9781570549854   

£ 29.94

9781570549878   £ 4.99
 6-copy pack   9781570549885   

£ 29.94

A personal, portable 
ready-to-roll doodle 
studio with step-by-
step guidelines for 
dozens of do-able 
doodles, nifty paper 
roll dispenser and lead pencil that 
clips into a holster for storage.

Doodle Cats, Doodle Dogs, 
Doodle Faces

9781570548352   £ 5.99

9781570548369   £ 5.99 9781570548376   £ 5.99
Doodle Mixed Copy Display Pack   9781570548444   £ 35.94

9781570543203   £ 12.99
6-copy pack   9781570543210   £77.94

Turn your humdrum 
thumbprints into all kinds 
of pictures with these 
completely self-contained 
inkpad and pen kits.

Books full 
of tools and 

inspiration for 
budding artists 
everywhere!

Draw Thumb Animals 
Draw Thumb people
Draw Thumb Things

Drawing
Full of inspirational artwork  
by Quentin Blake and plenty  
of white space for the  
artist-to-be, complete with  
artist-quality sketch pad and  
two watercolour pencils.

Face painting
A Klutz favourite now with 
more detailed directions for 
simple sponge and brush 
techniques, a better quality 
brush, six paints and tear-out 
cheat sheets.

9781591744306  £ 12.99
6-copy pack  9781591744290  £ 77.94

Top
TITLe

New

9781570549816   £ 4.99
6-copy pack   9781570549823   £ 29.94

Build-a-Book: 
Me By Me
Packed full of foam 
shapes, crazy paper 
and googly eyes to 
stick everywhere, 
plus a book to write 
and draw in. 9781591745631  £ 7.99

what About You?
A super book of super-nosy 
surveys to find out more 
about the people around you. 
Share with friends so they 
can learn about you too!  

9781591746492  £ 9.99
6-copy pack  9781591746478  £ 59.94

June 2009

How To Draw Funny
Learn how to turn an 
ordinary drawing into 
a hilarious work of art!  
Give pictures emotion, 
movement, and even  
sound effects! 

9781591746126  £ 7.99
6-copy pack  9781591746140  £ 47.94

May 2009

New
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watercolour
Filled with artwork and 
technique tips to help the 
artistically undiscovered to 
create their own works using 
the high-quality paints and 
paper provided.

Velvet Art
Directions, designs and 10 
brightly coloured markers to 
make a fuzzy photo frame, a 
tactile maze, a wall hanging 
and other feel-good projects.

6

paper  
Stained Glass
20 shining examples of 
colour-by-numbers art for your 
window complete with 12 
double-nibbed felt markers, 
suction cups and frames.

9781570548116   £ 12.99
6-copy pack   9781570548024   £ 77.94

9781591742593   £ 12.99
6-copy pack   9781591742609   £ 77.94

ARt

Spiral Draw Book
Spinning a retro-cool classic 
into a new orbit with 
colour-changing gel pens 
and specially-engineered 
drawing wheels and frame.

Stencil Art
Everything you 
need to make 
your own designs, 
including 8 
vibrant colours 
and 84 stencils.

window Art  
(new edition)
More than 100  
new ready-to-trace  
designs that can be 
painted onto  
windows with 6 
colours of special 
peelable paint.

Just pick up the 
pens and paint 
and see where 

your imagination 
takes you!

9781878257444   £ 12.99
9781570549601   £ 12.99

 6-copy pack   9781570549618   £ 77.94

9781570542459  £ 12.99
6-copy pack  9781570542411  £ 77.94

9781591741671  £ 12.99
6-copy pack  9781591741664  £ 77.94

CRAFtS

9781570549502   £ 14.99

9781591740834   £ 6.99

Handmade 
Cards  
Create one-of-a-kind 
cards and envelopes 
with full-colour 
instructions and a 
portfolio of beautiful 
paper, templates  
and folding.

9781570546495   £ 10.99
6-copy pack   9781570546501   £ 65.94

Fairies
Make a dozen posy 
pixies with petal-
perfect dresses using 
the fabric petals, 
coloured pencils, 
wire, floss, glue and 
beads provided.

Fuzzimal 
puppies
Includes all the pipe cleaners, 
fuzzy thread and googly eyes 
you need to make three 
puppies of your very own, 
plus punch-out paper puppy 
carriers to put them in.

Crochet  
The secrets 
unravelled, with 
super-clear 
instructions for 
making scarves, 
hats, purses and 
more, complete 
with crochet hook, 
button and two balls 
of 100% cotton thread.

9781570548703   £ 15.99
 6-copy pack   9781570548673   £ 95.74

Everything you 
need to make 

something simple 
into something 

amazing!

Knitting
Renewing a traditional 
pastime with simple clear 
instructions, complete with 
knitting needles, crochet hook, 
sewing needle, buttons and 
wool to get you started.

9781591743842   £ 15.99
6-copy pack   9781570548628   £ 95.94

 

9781570546310   £ 12.99
6-copy pack   9781570546327   £ 77.94

paper Dolls              
34 die-cut pages of 
pop-out-and-play 
paper dolls, clothes 
and re-usable 
press-on, peel-off 
adhesive dots.

Top
TITLe

Thumb Doodles  
All that is needed to 
create amazing artwork – 
just using thumbs!

9781591745907  £ 6.99
6-copy pack 9781591745891  £ 41.94 

9781570544286   £ 12.99          
 6-copy pack   9781570548475   £ 77.94    

Lettering in Crazy, 
Cool, Quirky Style   
With 5 pages of stencils, 
a pencil case of stationery 
including 8 double-ended 
colour pencils and markers,  
50 sheets of practice paper 
and 2 sheets of sticker paper.

Top
TITLe

Top
TITLe

New
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pocket paper 
Dolls: Fairy
Two double-sided 
paper dolls in a handy 
pocket format, with 
clothes that stay on 
using re-stickable 
glue dots.

Ribbon purses
Create fabulous little purses from 7 different beautiful 
ribbons and over 350 shimmery beads.

paper Fashions
Create your own fashion 
collection with plastic 
stencils, double-sided 
patterned paper, sequins, 
beads, jewels, ribbons, and 
furry trim. 

9781591742906   £ 4.50

9781570542404   £ 6.99
6-copy pack   9781570542381   £ 41.94

CRAFtS

We provide 
everything you 

need to get 
started, complete 
with super-clear 

instructions

 Create 
fantastic 

presents to 
‘wow’ your 

friends!  

paper Fashions Fancy
Make stunning supermodel-chic 
evening wear and accessories, trim 
them with sparkly papers and beads, 
and decorate the hangers to match.

9781591745198   £ 12.99
6-copy pack   9781591745174   £ 77.94

9781570545344   £ 12.99
6-copy pack   9781570545177   £ 77.94

paper Fashions 
Fantasy
For fashions that sparkle 
with imagination, from 
fantastic fairy outfits to 
beautiful dresses fit for 
a princess.

paper Beads
Turn simple scraps of 
paper into beautiful 
beaded jewellery. 
Includes paper samples, 
glue, embellishments 
and step-by-step 
instructions.

My Style Studio: Design and 
Trace Your own Fashions
Everything needed to design personal and 
unique fashions, kept in a handy storage box.

Make Your 
own Angel 
ornaments
The perfect holiday 
gift to create eight 
angels for either 
Christmas tree 
decorations or gift-
wrap adornments.

paper  
Craft Cards
Create 8 personalised 
cards using flower 
shapes, dimensional 
foam tape, glitter and 
other embellishments 
provided.

CRAFtS

wishing 
Stars
Everything you 
need to fold 100 
tiny origami stars!

supplied only as a 12-copy pack   
9781570545559   £ 35.88

Twirled paper
Make almost anything 
with over 100 paper strips, 
a twirling wand and 
googly eyes.

9781570548086   £ 12.99

wishing Stars Book
Take a strip of coloured paper, 
write your wish on 
it and follow the 
instructions to fold 
it into a five-pointed 
star. Contains enough 
paper strips to make 
100 twinkling wishes.

9781591743057   £ 3.99

9781591745976  £ 8.99

9781591745679   £ 9.99
6-copy pack   9781591745648   £ 59.94

9781591746201   £ 8.99
6-copy pack   9781591746188   £ 53.94

June 2009

9781591745709   £ 6.99
6-copy pack   9781591745686   £ 41.94

January 2009
9781591746133   £ 12.99

6-copy pack   9781591746164   £ 77.94
April 2009

Top
TITLe

Top
TITLe

New

New

New

New

New



Hemp Bracelets
Make your own knotted bracelets from over 
150 feet of hemp twine and assorted beads.

Dial with Style
Complete with charms, 
stickers, jewels, gel 
and everything you 
need to make your 
mobile an expression 
of your personal style.

Friendship 
Bracelets
The ultimate 
friendship 
bracelet book 
with directions 

for designs 
ranging from simple to 
simply amazing. Comes 
with enough supplies 
to make bracelets for at 
least 12 of your closest 
friends. 

1110

9781570540189   £ 12.99

9781570541872   £ 8.99

9781570549724   £ 7.99

9781570548758   £ 8.99

DReSSing up AnD looking FAbulouS

Make yourself 
look stunning and 
unique using our 
fabulous range of 

beads, jewellery and 
charms. 

Hair Book
A gorgeous feast of 
photography and fashion 
with three scrunchies to 
finish off your hair-do.

Make unique 
gifts for your 

friends and have 
fun swapping 

ideas!

Spool Knit 
Jewellery
Make beautiful bracelets, 
anklets and rings using the 
knitting spool, crochet hook, 
coloured elastic cord and glass 
and plastic beads provided.

9781570548048   £ 12.99
6-copy pack   9781570548055   £ 77.94

9781570540530    £ 8.99
6-copy pack   9781570540547   £ 53.94

picture Bracelets
Choose from more than 100 images 
included in the book, or use any artwork 
you like, to make two customized bracelets.

Shrink Art 
Jewellery
Make your own one-of-
a-kind jewellery.  Draw 
a design on the plastic 
provided, cut it out, then 
pop it in the oven and 
watch it shrink!

9781591744870  £ 12.99
6-copy pack 9781591744863  £ 77.94

Scoubidou: A book 
of lanyard  
and lacing        
Make your own bracelets, 
keyrings and ponytail 
holders with over 120 feet 
of scoubidou in 6 gorgeous 
colours, including glitter pink 
and glow-in-the-dark orange.

9781570549717  £ 7.99
6-copy pack  9781570548956  £ 47.94

9781591743064   £ 3.99

Button Rings
Button up! Everything you need to make 
five bright-as-a-button rings.

Bead Rings
Hundreds of glass beads and a spool of wire 
are packaged with seven kinds of bead rings 
all described in glorious technicolour.

9781570543975   £ 7.99
6-copy pack   9781570543982   £ 47.94

DReSSing up AnD looking FAbulouS



Bubbles
Directions, bubble solution recipe and bubble thing 
toy for making huge, unbelievably big bubbles. 

Bubble Thing
Incredible apparatus 
for making truly 
monstrous bubbles. 
Directions and bubble 
solution recipe 
included.

9781570540363   £ 6.99

Cat’s Cradle
A loop of multicoloured 
cord and book of clear 
illustrated instructions 
for five different 
configurations of this 
classic game.

1312

There are games 
for everyone here – 
for solitary players, 

small groups 
and a couple for 
larger groups.

All the games are 
simple to play, with 

a handful of 
straightforward rules 
and nothing to hold 

back the fun!

Foxtail
A sponge-rubber ball attached to a nylon 
sock that allows you to catch it and 
throw it by the tail, spin it and let it fly. 
With booklet covering all the basics.

Foxtail Sonic
A Foxtail that breaks the  
sound barrier every time you  
throw it! Whistles lodged in the 
leather-covered soft sponge ball 
shriek as it whizzes through  
the air.

Sling Chute
Swing the ball by its 
tail, throw it sky-high 
and watch as the 
parachute pop outs and 
floats back down to 
earth!

9781878257536   £ 7.99
12-copy pack   9781878257574   £ 95.88

9781570542572   £ 7.99
6-copy pack   9781570542589   £ 47.94

9781878257024   £ 7.99

9781570543814   £ 6.99

9781570545818   £ 9.99

Chinese Jump Rope
A guide to nine different versions of popular 
playground game, also known as French Skipping, 
complete with two elasticated ropes.

gAmeSgAmeS

9781570540981   £ 7.99
12-copy pack   9781570540998   £ 95.88

Juggling For  
The Complete Klutz   
(30th anniversary edition)   
With shiny new foil cover and juggling 
cubes reupholstered in plush red velour, 
this bestseller is now even more fun!

9781591744481  £9.99
6-copy pack  9781591744467  £59.94

Top
TITLe



Knots
A unique gift, intriguing 
puzzle, practical tool and 
entertaining book...all tied 
up together with nylon cord, 
colour-coded to tie in with 
the instructions.

Activity Book
Pages of colouring, 
puzzles, games, and 
dot-to-dot pictures 
complete with 5  
twist-up colour 
pencils.

14

get buSY      hobbieS

9781570547676   £ 8.99

9781570549977   £ 10.99

9780932592101  £ 6.99
6-copy pack   9780932592934   £ 41.94 

origami
Meticulously illustrated 
step-by-step instructions 
that are easy to follow, but 
yield impressive results. 
Packaged with traditional, 
square origami paper, in a 
variety of solid colours  
and patterns.

My Very own Horse Book   
Saddled with horsey facts and crafts, and packaged 

with model horse and materials for 
making a saddle, bridle and blanket. 

Book of Magic
Featuring real magic tricks 
(the kind you’re not supposed 
to give away), silk  
scarf, chrome  
ring, nylon  
string and  
2 top-secret  
props.

The encyclopedia 
of Immaturity 
The ultimate guide to how 
not to grow up.  More than 
300 entries include How to  
Levitate and How to Hang a 
Spoon From Your Nose.

9781570548918   £ 9.99 

6-copy pack   9781570548727   £ 59.94

15

9781570548451   £ 14.99
6-copy pack   9781570548284   £ 89.94 

9781591745112   £ 8.99
6-copy pack   9781591745129  £ 53.94

9781591744276  £ 12.99

Flip Books  
Make your own 
mini-movies 
– hand-held 
animation is fun 
and easy with these 
three double-sided 
flip books.

Card Trickery
A pack of cards and 
full book of instructions 
which teach sneaky 
shuffles, mind-blowing 
magic and the secrets 
of card cheats.

TRIptivities
The perfect activity pad for 
the road, packed with games, 
puzzles, jokes, dot-to-dots, 
doodles and stickers.

Tricky Video
Learn how to create fantastic 
moving images, using just 
a mobile phone or digital 
camera – a must-have for  
any budding director!

Build-a-Book: My 
Really Good Friends
With everything needed to 
create a brilliant book, all  
about your best friends. 
Includes a blank book, googly 

eyes, and foam 
shapes.

Build-a-Book: My Dad
Contains a blank book, custom 
papers, googly eyes, glue and 
foam shapes – everything 

needed to create a book 
all about your dad.  9781591746560   £ 7.99

June 2009

9781591746546   £ 7.99
May 2009

9781591746232   £ 9.99
6-opy pack   9781591746218   £ 59.94

April 2009

9781591746591   £ 4.99
6-copy pack   9781591746577  £ 29.94

April 2009

Instant Notes: 
Cat-isms

Instant Notes: 
Dog-isms

Adhesive-bound notepad 
with 20 different 
designs, a cute animal 
on the front and room 
to write a personal 
message on the reverse. 
Perfect pocket sized gifts 
for all animal lovers.

9781591742470   £ 6.99
6-copy pack   9781591742456   £ 41.94

February 2009

Full of fun 
and cool ideas 

to keep 
everybody 

busy!

Bored? Not 
any more, with 
this fantastic 

range of 
activity books!

New

New

New

New New

9781591746317   £ 4.99
6-copy pack   9781591746324   £ 29.94

February 2009

New

9781591746362   £ 4.99
6-copy pack   9781591746348   £ 29.94

February 2009

New
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Battery Science
Master the real science 
behind electricity. Experiment 
with the alkaline 
battery, motor 
pulley, light bulb, 
insulated wire, 
magnet wire and 
alligator clips 
provided.

mAking thingS

9781591742517   £ 12.99
6-copy pack   9781591742500   £ 77.94

How to Build 
Castles 
Assemble over 150 cards 
in any way you want 
to create freestanding 
fantasy fortresses 
in a zillion possible 
variations.

Fantastic fun 
books full of 

everything you 
need to rule the 
skies, the sea 
and the land!

mAking thingS

9781570542046   £ 9.99
6-copy pack   9781570542039   £ 59.94

paper Airplanes 
Instructions for folding  
10 high-performance planes and  
40 sheets of groovy patterned paper  
to make them with.

9781570545290   £ 10.99

painted Rocks 
Turn ordinary rocks into works of art with acrylic 
paint, googly eyes and paintbrush included.

How to Build 
pirate Ships 
With 226 pieces, this 
is part pirate book, 
part construction toy 
and all boundless 
imaginative 
adventure. 

9781570542282   £ 9.99
6-copy pack   9781570542299   £ 59.94 9781570548307   £ 12.99

How To Build Hogwarts   
Assemble over 275 cards to build your very own Hogwarts 
school – complete with custom-moulded Harry Potter 
figurine.  Just add a touch of magic.

How to Build Spaceships 
226 full-colour, slot-together building cards combine to 
launch imaginations into a whole new universe.

9781570542312   £ 9.99
6-copy pack   9781570542343   £ 59.94

9781570544002  £ 12.99
6-copy pack 9781570543425  £ 77.94

Full of clear 
instructions and 

step by step 
illustrations, 
just add your 
imagination!  

Top
TITLe

Top
TITLe

The Invasion  
of the Bristlebots
Easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions on 
how to create, care and train for these part 
toothbrush, part robot friends. 

9781591746430   £ 9.99
6 Copy Pack   9781591746416   £ 59.94

April 2009

New

Lego Crazy Action 
Contraptions
Sixteen brand new high 
performance Lego contraptions 
to make which spin, stretch  
and speed into action.

9781591743415   £ 9.99
6-copy pack   9781591743392   £ 59.94

New



Bright and colourful 
creative books aimed at 
a younger audience –  
4-6 year olds.

1918

Castle 
A fold-out castle kingdom 
with royalty, knights and 
fire-breathing dragon plus  
a fully functional catapult!

9781591741985  £ 8.99  October 2007
6-copy pack  9781591741992  £ 53.94

Clothes Peg Cuties       
Create an adorable 
mermaid, princess or  
ballerina in six simple steps 
using a wooden peg, yarn, 
faux flower pieces, sequins 
and glue.

9781591742340  £ 6.99
6-copy pack  9781591742357  £ 41.94

Clothespin Cars      
Make three cool cars out of 
nothing but clothespins. The 
perfect gift for little hands.

9781591746645  £ 6.99    
6-copy pack  9781591746638  £41.94
May 2009

Crayon Rubbings  
Bright glitter crayons 
and 4 textured rubbing 
plates that take 
colouring books into a 
whole new dimension.

9781591741947  £ 5.99 
6-copy pack  9781591741923  £ 35.94    

Draw It Again 
Transform the photographs 
on the laminated pages with 
your own drawing, using 
the four washable felt pens, 
then wipe it out and draw 
something new – again,  
and again.  

9781591745228  £7.99 April 2008
6-copy pack  9781591745204  £ 47.94

Eye Find 
With challenging games and 
amazing optical tricks, solve 
the mind-boggling picture 
puzzles on every page.

9781591745730  £ 7.99 
6-copy pack  9781591745716  £ 47.94 

Foam Book                     
Choose from the 
200 pre-cut foam 
pieces, take the cap off the 
glue stick, find some paper 
and make foam pictures of 
anything you want!

9781591743507  £ 6.99 
6-copy pack  9781591743514   £ 41.94

Foam Gliders  
With simple to play glider 
games and everything  
you need to build your  
own fleet.

9781591743156  £ 6.99 
6-copy pack  9781591743163  £ 41.94

 

9781591742340  £ 6.99
6-copy pack    

9781591742357  £ 41.94

   Chicken Socks Bests
ellers

nEw

nEw

9781591744405  £ 7.99
6-copy pack  

9781591744382  £ 47.94

9781591743156  £ 7.99
6-copy pack    

9781591743163  £ 47.94

9781591743798  £ 7.99
6-copy pack   

9781591743484  £ 47.94

9781591741633  £ 6.99
6-copy pack  

 9781591741640  £ 41.94

9781591743712  £ 7.99 
6-copy pack    

9781591743729  £ 47.94
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Make Your Own Twirly Tutu
24 strips of pink tulle,  
pink satin ribbon, elastic 
waistband and 6 pages of 
punch-out accessories to  
dress a prima ballerina without 
sewing a stitch.   

9781591743125  £ 7.99 
6-copy pack  9781591743101  £ 47.94

Melty Beads
Take a bunch of plastic 
beads and put them onto a 
pegboard. Get a grown-up 
to iron them together and off 
pops a permanent piece of art! 
Comes with 1 ironing sheet, 
1 custom pegboard and 600 
beads in a variety of colours.

9781591743620  £ 7.99 
6-copy pack  9781591743637  £ 47.94

Mermaid's Palace 
A beautiful, fold-out 
underwater coral kingdom, 
including a palace, three 
mermaids to decorate  
and punch-out items to  
play with.

9781591745259  £ 7.99 May 2008
6-copy pack  9781591745235  £ 47.94

Little Letters
Make cards, notes and 
invitations with this  adorable 
stationery set. Includes 
stickers, easy-to-make 
doorknob postbox, plastic 
templates and a portfolio of 
postcards.  

9781591742449  £ 6.99

6-copy pack  9781591742425  £ 41.94

Magic Painting
Goof-proof painting with 
6 secret hidden designs, 
5 watercolour paint pots  
and 1 foam brush.

9781591741978  £ 5.99 
6-copy pack  9781591741954  £ 35.94

Magnetic A-Z 
The first-ever 
portable fridge door, 
complete with an alphabet of 
brightly coloured magnets.

9781591743590  £ 7.99 
6-copy pack  9781591743606  £ 47.94

Make Your Own 
Twinkly Tiaras 
Packaged with three 
ready-to-design tiaras,  
stencil for making countless 
more and a treasure trove  
of sparkly jewels.

9781591743712  £ 7.99 
6-copy pack  9781591743729  £ 47.94 

Paper Flowers    
Make your own blooms, 
bouquets and accessories from 
pipe cleaners, paper leaves  
and flowers – all without 
scissors or glue.  Also includes 
gift tags and stickers.
9781591744436  £ 7.99  February 2008
6-copy pack  9781591744412  £ 47.94

Dress-Up Your Own  
Paper Pups   
Create 12 different looks for 
two pampered pups made 
from non-tear paper and  
keep everything safe in a 
handy carrier.
9781591745761  £ 5.99  
6-copy pack  9781591745747  £ 35.94 
January 2009 

Pop Bead Critters            
167 endlessly reusable beads 
that pop together and pop 
apart  to make necklaces, 
bracelets and chains, or 
spiders, sea stars and octopi.
9781591743651  £ 7.99 
6-copy pack  9781591743668  £ 47.94 
 

Monsters! 
Mix and match monsters with 
over 50 interchangeable  
punch-out parts, colourful 
paper fasteners, stickers, googly 
eyes and a storage envelope to 
keep everything tidy!
9781591745792  £ 5.99   
6-copy pack  9781591745778  £ 35.94 
 

Fun with Felt
No glue, no mess, no 
fuss  – just 4 fuzzy pages, 
50 colourful felt shapes  
plus pompoms and  
rainbow wool.   

9781591743200  £ 6.99  
6-copy pack  9781591743187  £ 41.94  

Fuzzy Little Monkeys
Create three adorable fuzzy 
monkeys using pipe cleaners 
and wooden shapes. No 
glue, no fuss, no mess.  

9781591746461  £ 6.99  
6-copy pack  9781591746447  £ 41.94
June 2009 

Hand Art 
Crammed with handfuls 
of inspiration, and handy 
essentials such as googly 
eyes, glue, pompoms  
and crayons.

9781591741633  £ 6.99 
6-copy pack  9781591741640  £ 41.94

How to Make 
Pompom Animals
78 pompoms, 28 googly 
eyes and all the accessories 
needed to make puffy 
piglets, poodles, penguins, 
puppies and more.  

9781591740957  £ 6.99 
6-copy pack  9781591740964  £ 41.94      
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Klutz Generic 
Display Unit

(Holds 20 different 
packs of your choice)

Free Counter Displays
These are listed throughout this 

catalogue to showcase individual titles 
anywhere in your retail outlet.

23

FRee DiSplAY unitS

To order, please contact Sales on: 020 7756 7781 or email: sales@scholastic.co.uk

Superhero Starter Kit
Holds all the basics needed 
to launch little heroes, 
including red cape, 
punch-out masks and 
wrist shields and 3 pages 
of snazzy stickers.

9781591742487  £ 7.99 
6-copy pack  9781591742494  £ 47.94

Tree House Bugs   
Make your own friendly 
bugs, then decorate their 
tree-house home.

9781591743798  £ 7.99
6-copy pack  9781591743484  £ 47.94

Tricky Stickies      
Packed with more than  
350 sticky notes and lots  
of ideas for how to play  
with them.

9781591743460  £ 5.99  January 2008
6-copy pack  9781591743453  £ 35.94

Utterly Elegant Tea Parties
Includes complete miniature 
tea set, delicious recipes, 
irresistible party themes and 
fashion ideas suitable for 
entertaining dolls, dads and 
other guests!

9781591740926  £ 7.99 
6-copy pack  9781591740933  £ 47.94  

Rescue Trucks  
4 fold-out ready-to-roll 
playscapes and 4 mini-
rescue vehicles ideal for the 
young emergency enthusiast.   
 
9781591740896  £ 7.99  
6-copy pack  9781591740902  £ 47.94      

Shadow Games 
Complete package of 
instructions for hand 
shadows, punch-out shadow 
puppets, projection pages, 
torch and batteries. 

9781591741602  £ 6.99 
6-copy pack  9781591741619  £ 41.94

Sparkly Handbags   
Decorate four fabulous 
handbags with jewels, 
sequins and fabric, then 
fill them with cut-out 
accessories, from phone  
to keys.

9781591744405  £ 7.99
6-copy pack  9781591744382  £ 47.94

Super Scissors Book
A craft book that’s a cut 
above the rest featuring 13 
projects and two pairs of 
safe, kid-friendly scissors.

9781591742036  £ 5.99 
6-copy pack  9781591742012  £ 35.94
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lay Units!
Each Chicken Socks  

book has its own unique 
Counter Display, details 

of which are listed 
throughout this catalogue. 

They’re designed to 
showcase individual titles 

anywhere in your  
retail outlet.

The Klutz Event Kit is a castle-themed 
extravaganza for every young knight or 
princess, and contains:

● A poster to advertise your event

● A flyer which can be photocopied

● A booklet of advice on running  
an event

● 25 individually-wrapped castle-
making packets including building 
instructions and castle-making pieces

● Red balloons

● A copy of Building Cards™ How 
to Build Castles

● 2 badges for event leaders to wear

If you run a Klutz Build Your own 
Castle event, you will see children 
fascinated by the way the cleverly 
designed cards fit together to create 
a 3D castle, complete with a plastic 
battling knight.
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Holding in-store events is a proven way of increasing your  
business and profile amongst the local community. Activity- 
based events, run at the weekend or during school holidays,  
are a chance for children to express their creativity, and of  
course buy books!

Scholastic Children’s Books is delighted 
to offer you a Klutz Event Kit FRee oF 
CHARGe. This complete pack will 
help you organise a fantastic in-store 
event for up to 25 children based around 
this best-selling product. We provide the 
supplies, instructions and inspiration; all 
you provide is the activity area and the 
enthusiasm to run the event! 

To order, 
please contact 

Sales on:
020 7756 7781 or email 
sales@scholastic.co.uk

Chicken Socks Dumpbin
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Hold a 
Klutz
event!

To order your FRee Klutz 
Event Kit, you must commit 
to ordering at least 12 

copies of Klutz How 
to Build Castles 

(£9.99) to support 
the event. 

Contact your Scholastic representative or email Scholastic Children’s Books Publicity: publicity@scholastic.co.uk  
or send a completed order form to (see p27 or download from www.scholastic.co.uk/klutz/events)
Publicity Dept, Scholastic Children’s Books, Euston House, 24 Eversholt St, London NW1 1DB



klutz eventS oRDeR FoRm

Hold your own 
fantastic Klutz event 
and attract children 
into your shop. This 

free Building 
Cards™ How to 
Build Castles 

comes complete with 
everything you will 

need to run an event, 
so order one today! 

 If you would like to order a Chicken Socks Hatching Party, you must commit to ordering at least twelve copies of the relevant book for 
each pack. Contact your Scholastic representative or email Scholastic Children’s Books Publicity:  

publicity@scholastic.co.uk or send a completed order form to (see page 28 or download from www.scholastic.co.uk/klutz/events)
Publicity Dept, Scholastic Children’s Books, Euston House, 24 Eversholt St, London nw1 1DB

2726

I would like to order ..........  
Free How to Build Castles Event Kit(s)

I confirm that I have ordered a minimum of 12 copies 
of Klutz How to Build  Castles for each Event Kit 

Please allow a minimum of 10 working days for receipt of 
your kit(s)

Complete this form and send to:

Publicity Department
Scholastic
Euston House
24 Eversholt St
London NW1 1DB

Or fax this page to 020 7756 7795

Or contact your local sales representative

Name ........................................................................................

Job Title....................................................................................

Retail Outlet .............................................................................

Address ....................................................................................

..................................................................................................  

..................................................................................................  

..................................................................................................

Contact number ........................................................................

Email.........................................................................................

 H
old a Chicken Socks Hatching Party!

Holding a Chicken Socks event is a great way  
to drive business and publicity at your retail outlet.  

And what better event to hold for young children than a  
Chicken Socks Hatching Party? Scholastic Children’s Books  

offer three different Chicken Socks event packs which can be  
ordered free of charge.

Hand Art Party
This pack based on the Hand Art 

book will show you how to turn an 
outline of a hand into a dinosaur, a 

rabbit or even a sea monster. 
Contains crayons,pompoms, decorations, 
instructions, balloons and materials for 

an event for 25 children.

Crayon Rubbing
Crayon rubbings are 

brought to life when the 
special textured paper rubs through 

to create swirls, stars, waves and other 
magical textures.  Contains special texture 

sheets, crayons, activity sheets, instructions 
and more, for up to 25 children.

Foam Book Party
This pack contains instructions 
on how to run an event, foam 

shapes, pompoms, glue, flyers, 
posters, balloons, activity sheets 

and much more for children.  

Let the foam begin!

3
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If you want 
to run an in-store event 
for families with young 

children look no further: order 
your Hatching Party from the 

best-selling Chicken Socks series 
today. Select from three 
different themed packs: 
Foam Pieces, Hand Art or 

Crayon Rubbings 
and get creative! 
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I would like to order the following themed pack(s);

Crayon Rubbings .......  Foam Pieces .......  Hand Art ........

I confirm that I have ordered a minimum of 12 copies of 
the relevant book for each pack ordered

Please allow a minimum of 10 working days for receipt of 
your kit(s)

Complete this form and send to:

Publicity Department
Scholastic
Euston House
24 Eversholt St
London NW1 1DB

Or fax this page to 020 7756 7795

Or contact your local sales representative

Name ............................................................................

Job Title ........................................................................

Retail Outlet ...................................................................

Address .........................................................................

....................................................................................

....................................................................................

Contact number .............................................................

Email ............................................................................


